### Meadow Lodge
**Description:** With its floor to ceiling fireplace, the Grand Room is large enough to seat up to 58 guests for your next event. A massive deck stretches the entire length of the building—complete with rocking chairs and stone fireplace.

**No set-up available. Tables and seating provided in space:**
- Large tables that seat 8 guests (2 available)
- Regular tables that seat 6 guests (6 available)
- Table linens provided.

**Technology available:**
- 42” video monitor for presentations. *Computer must be provided by the user.

### South Round- Peace Room
**Description:** Large circular room can accommodate 30-50 people.

**Set-up available:**
- Empty space- no chairs/tables
- Prayer chairs (47 available)
- Regular chairs (65 available)
- Rectangular Tables- 6 foot, seats 6 (12 available)

**Technology available:**
- 70” video monitor for presentations. Computer is included.

### North Round
**Description:** Cabin-like space that can accommodate 15-20 guests. Additional lower level meeting space that can accommodate 8-10 people.

**No set-up available.**
- Tables and seating provided in space:
  - Sofa, loveseat, and sofa chair (upstairs)
  - Three chairs (upstairs)
  - Kitchen table with four chairs (upstairs)
  - Table with four chairs, two rocking chairs, and loveseat.

**No Technology set-up available.**

### South Round- Art Studio
**Description:** Art studio that can accommodate 20-25 guests.

**No set-up available. Tables and seating provided in space:**
- 6-foot tables (2)
- Chairs (17)

**No Technology set-up available.**